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I HISTORICAL SKETCH
The first well known explanation of conduction of electricity
through solutions was due to Grotthus. He thought that the molecules
of the substance were arranged in rows or chains extending from one
electrode to the other and the electric current was carried along the
line of these chains by their shifting in the direction of the cur-
rent. This was a very artificial means of explanation and was re-
placed by Olausius and others by considering that, the carriers did
not travel in straight lines but at random throughout the solution,
having a drift however across the solution when acted upon "hy an elec-
trie force.
This idea was the first to be applied in explaining the conduc-
tion of electricity through metals. The first theory advanced which
1
received wide consideration was that of Weber . He considered that
the molecules of metals act in the same way as ions in an electrolyte,
the positively charged molecules traveling to the cathode and the ne~t
tively charged molecules to the anode. He assumed that the positive-
ly charged molecules revolved around the negatively charged molecules
and that when an electric force acted upon them, these positive mole-
i
cules were thrown off from one molecule to the next where it would ro-
tate a short time and then would be thrown off to a neighboring mole-
cule and so on. It is seen that the molecule would not necessarily
move in a straight line as it traveled along from molecule to mole-
cule but would make a zig-zag path, the general drift of which would
be in the direction of the electric foroe.
•| Weber., Werke 4, page 91, (1862); page 312 (1375); page 243
(1875).

If the molecules carry the current through a metal, then, since
the molecule must consist of the metal itself, there would he a mo-
tion of the metal with the current. To overcome the apparent diffi-
culty of the actual transfer of the metal with the current, Riecke
assumed that, it was not the molecules that carried the electricity
but that it was particles of electricity which pass freely between
the molecules of the metal. Previous to this time, the assumption
that charged molecules carried the current was made because no uni-
versal carriers had been discovered. If the conduction took place by
particles of electricity, the particles would have to be practically
the same for all metals. From the study of the cathode beam and the
conduction of electricity through gases, it was found that carriers
did exist which were independent of the metals used for the elec-
trodes. Riecke therefore assumed that electricity was carried entire
ly by these particles. He believed that there <rere both positive and
negative particles existing in equal numbers. The positive parti-
cles aeemed to be more or less fixed to the molecules so that the neg;
tive particles seemed to predominate. The particles fixed to the
atoms were called "bound" particles while the others were called
"free" particles. Following the suggestions of Kohlrausch and Weber*
the conduction of heat was explained by the transfer of energy from
one charged particle to the next. Riecke felt that his theory was no
complete and wished "dass andere Forscher sich urn eine besse^e und
weitere Fuhrung des eingeschla^en Wages hemuhen mBchten."
Two years later, Drude^ published articles v/hich outlined a new
2 Riecke, Wied. Annal . 66, pp. 3bo <bc 54b, (J.c98).
3 Gee previous reference to Weber.
4 Ann. Phys. !, page 56^, (1900) and 3, page 369 (1900).

otheory. It was somewhat similar to that of Riecke but was more com-
prehensive and contained many new and vital points. Nearly all the
theories are founded on the assumption and conclusions of Drude's
work. Since the work has proved to be so fundamental, it v,ill be out-
lines with some detail.
The particles of electricity are called " electrons" , "electrische
Kerne", or simple "Kerne". In addition to the factors taken into
account by previous writers, use is made of the constant of the gas
law, Loschmidt * s number of molecules in a cubic centimeter of a gas,
and the charge of the electron as determined by J. J. Thomson. Two
kinds of electrons are considered; positive and negative. The charge
of the electron is denoted by the letter "e". To make the case ben"
eral it is supposed that many classes of electrons exist, some having
the charge e and others 2e
,
3e, 4e, etc. All the electrons of or.e
class are supposed to have the same velocity but each group may have
a different velocity. These electrons are in constant vibration,
obeying the gas laws. The positive and negative electrons are strong-
ly attracted but never neutralize each other when they come together.
Th e7 eeparate „e„ they gai„ enough kineUc e~rW to overeco,
attractive force. As Riecke assumed, the po3itive electrons are some*
what bound to the atoms. This is assumed in order +o give ^n explana-
tion of the cathode and canal rays. Thus, the cathode rays are of
pure electrons while canal rays are a stream of small metallic parti-
cles of atonic size and possess bound positive charges.
The molecules of a metal vibrate about their position of equi-
librium but do not move enough to collide with each other so tha 1
their energy can not be transferred from one to the other. The free
electrons, however, gain great kinetic energy Afhen the metal is heatec

4and by collision this energy is transferred to neighboring particles
so that this transport of energy constitutes the so-called "flow" of
heat
.
To begin with, the number of electrons is considered to be inde-
pendent of the temperature (although there is a possibility that it
not
may be). Since the free electrons are vibrating in a metal like gas
molecules, the sum of their motion in any direction is zero. However
when an electric force acts, a component of constant direction is ad-
ded to their random motion so that there is a slight drift of the
electrons in the line of the action of the electric force. This
drift constitutes the electric current.
After getting mathematical relations for "k" the heat conductivity
and M s M the electrical conductivity, their ratio is obtained. Accord-
ing to the Wiedemann-Franz law° this ratio should be a constant and
the size of this constant has been determined by experiment. The ex-
pression obtained will be a constant if it is considered that the
J
only existing electrons a^e those which possess the single efearge w e"
The relation, then, will give
| = *(|)» Ts 5 e
which agrees well with experimental values. Thus it is seen that
there are no particles of more than unit charge.
In order to consider another possible case, the number of free
electrons is assumed to be dependant on the temperature. From this
assumption a relation for k/s is obtained which does not agree with
the V/iedemann-Franz lav;. However, the equation shows that if the
number of free electrons depends on the temperature then there exists
both positive and negative carriers of electricity. If the number of
! 5 Pogg. Ann., 39, p. 497, 1353.

free electrons (either the positive or the negative) is made zero,
then the relation of k/s becomes AT, where A is some constant. To
I deny or confirm the relation of the number of free electrons to the
absolute temperature, then, is to deny or confirm the existence of
two kinds of electrons.
Prom further considerations of the conduction of electricity
through gases and metals, J. J. Thomson came to the conclusion that
the negative particles alone carry the electric current. They flow
along the metal in the opposite direction from that of the current,
have about I / 1700 the mass of the hydrogen atom, and vibrate through
the metal obeying the gas laws for particles of their size. These
charged particles, electrons, (or "corpuscles" as Thomson preferred
to call them) are in constant vibration between the molecules. The
atoms are continually breaking up into electrons and positively
charged residues. The electrons thus set free vibrate along a random
path until they recombine with some other positive residues forming
a neutral molecule again. The rate of dissociation and recombination
of the electrons must be equal if the metal remains in electrical
equilibrium or does not change state. Some of the electrons are
"bound" to the atoms while others are "free", and may break loose.
These free electrons are the only ones which take part in the conduc-
tion of electricity.
The majority of theories, at present agree as to these points of
Thomson's theory. They differ, however, as to the mode of vibration
of the free electrons, their action under electric force, and the na-
ture of the collisions between the molecules.
In Ms first theory, Thomson® considers that the electrons share
6 J. J. Thomson, Corpuscular Theory of Matter, 1907, page 49.

6motion with the atoms so that if the energy of one increases, this
energy is divided with the other according to the law of equipar*ti-
tion of energy. It is seen that in this way the two are always in
temperature equilibrium. From consideration of the constant of
hydrogen gas and the size of the electron obtained from the cathode
beam, the random velocity of the electron is found to be of the order
of \0 cm/sec. The action of the largest electric force we can ob-
tain could have little effect on this motion. The effect is not
negligible and produces a slow drift of electrons toward the positive
terminal. This drift is only a few centimeters per hour or less ac-
cording to the size of the current. Proceeding from this basis, the
calculation of the specific heat of metals can be made. It was found
that this gave a value much too large to coincide with experimental
results
.
Thomson's second theory corrected this discrepancy. In it he
assumes that the free electrons do not wander at random through the
metal before recombining but that they go directly from one atom and
lodge in the next at the first impact. The electrons thus moving
would not remain in one atom long enough to share the vibrational mo-
tion with the atom, or in other words, it would not have time to come
to temperature equilibrium with the atoms. The atoms are thought of
as electric doublets, one side negatively charged and the other side
positively changed. These doublets allign themselves like elementary
magnets and the electric force acts directly upon them, tearing off
electrons which lodge in the next doublet and so on. The current con-
Isists of this drift of electrons. This theory overcomes the high
7 Corpuscular Theory of Matter, page 57.

7value of the specific heat for metals but does not give quite so good
values for the other quantities.
Lorentz and Richardson take into account the fact that the velo-
cities of the electrons are distributed according to Maxwell's law.
To these, Jeans adds another consideration, namely, that the
mean free path must be taken as depending on the velocity of the
electrons
It is seen that these theories are based upon the work of "Orude.
The only fundamental change is that the existence of positive carri-
ers has been denied.
The "Quantum" theory of Planck has ushered in a new conception
of this problem. This theory, as developed by Einstein and others,
is much criticised and by many thought to be illogical in its assump-
tions, but since it explains many phenomena hitherto not explained
and agrees excellently with experiment, it demands consideration along
with the electron theory. As originally developed, the quantum theo-
ry applied to the phenomena of radiation but it is now being applied
to various other fields. It seems that it may be another factor in
the electron theory which will overcome the present difficulties. It
has been shown by Lorentz that if the electrons act exactly as gas
molecules that their motion will produce heat radiation which does
not agree with experiment. Also the results predicted by the elec-
tron theory do not hold for extremely high or low temperatures. More-
o^er, Lenard has shown that there are properties of the cathcde beam
that indicate that the electrons do not act like gas particles.
On the other hand excellent results have been gotten by
8 Ann. Phys. 17, page 243, J9C5.

8consideration of the quantum theory. Kammerlingh ©nnes obtains a
Thn
value for the resistance of a metal proportional to V trst which
agrees with experiment for very low temperatures. In this expression
T is the absolute temperature, h is the finite element or unit of en-
ergy, k the entropy constant, and n the frequency of the "oscillator".
According to Planck an oscillator consists of a positively and nega-
tively charged part and executes linear harmonic vibrations with a
definite frequency. The energy given off by radiation from the vi-
brating oscillators is assumed to consist of finite elements. The
energy " d" is assumed to depend on the frequency of the oscillator.
Thus d=hn. Then h is defined as the unit of energy and is taken as
finite. Prom this conception, a body emitting energy does not do so
continuously but gives it off discont inuously in small "quanta" or
units, of > value h each.
The quantum theory does not entirely deny the electron theory
but only its application to heat conduction. The electronic nature
of electricity is never doubted but its relation to heat conduction
is not agreed on. From the view of this new theory, heat conduction
is independent of electric conduction and consists of vibrations of
the molecules and their oscillators.
Wien" has used the Planck-Einstein theory to reinforce the elec-
tron theory. He states that the electrons have no part in heat con-
duction although the exact nature of the conduction can not be deter-
mined since the quantum theory is not sufficiently developed to do so
He assumes, like Stark^, that at low temperatures the metals are ar-
ranged as crystals and that the atoms are in rows so that th<
9 Preuss. Akad. der Wise. Berlin., Si tzungsberichte
,
Jan., 1913,

I
electrons may be displaced freely along the line of these rows, by
J
the slightest external electric force. This makes the conductivity
of a metal at low temperatures practically infinite as has been shown
i to be the case for pure metal3 by Kanimsrlingh Onnes. Then as the
temperature increases the atoms are displaced from their positions
and interfere with the motion of the electrons thus increasing the
resistance of the metal. The electrons are still considered as be-
ing given off by the atoms but the rate of their emission depends not
upon the temperature but upon the arrangement of the atoms. Free
electrons are not spoken of because the electrons are considered to
be always under the influence of the atoms since the spheres of in-
fluence of the atoms overlap each other. These conceptions are not
far different from the ordinary electron theory. However his final
assumption is that the number of collisions which an electron makes
|
with the atoms depends only upon the amplitude of the vibration of
the oscillators and that this relation can only hold when it varies
I as the square of the amplitude, the mechanism of the collision not
being considered. With this assumption then, if an atom has the ener
I gy ahn it will give rise to a times as many collisions as one which
has only the energy hn. This involves the distribution of "quanta"
among the atoms which is figured by the laws of probability. The re-
sults of his theory agrees closely with experimental values obtained
by Kammerlingh Onnes.
It has been found by Nernst that the specific heats of metals
approach zero as the temperature approaches the absolute zero. From
the electron theory no explanation can be offered for this. If the
electrons act as a perfect gas then the specific heat should not be
affected by changes of temperature since the specific heat of a gas

JO
is practically constant for all temperatures.
J. V« Hornbeck11 gives a good explanation of this by use of the
quantum theory. His argument is as follows: It may be that at low
temperatures that the electrons have no part in the specific heat;
all of it being due to the oscillators. Then we must assume that when
the electron acquires as much energy as the positive molecule, it
may escape. Since Planck's theory of radiation accounts qualitative-
ly for the change in specific heat with temperature, then we may as-
sume for the energy of the electron when it breaks away from the mole
cule, Planck's expression for the energy of a molecule:
hn
E hn
kT
- J
From this, the value of 11 (^)Y 2 (J. - is obtained which ac-
sT 3 9 2kT
counts for the decrease of the specific heat of metals with decrease
of temperature. It has been found by C. H. Lees that as T increases,
k/sT approaches a constant value. The expression above shows that
this relation holds.
Now that different theories of metallic conduction of heat and
electricity have been developed, the whole question seems to depend
on experimental work to see which theory holds most generally. This
will involve attempts to find the nature of the action of the elec-
trons within the metal. That the total action of the constituents
will ever be found appears to some people to be only probable. Thus,
it seems, that, the theory has come to an unsurmountable obstacle.
There may be an entirely new way of attacking the problem. A very
promising way is that of thermodynamics, because then the reasoning
I J Phys. Review, page 217, Sept.

awill be free from all the intricate details of mechanical action
which at present seem to hinder our progress. Thermodynamic reason-
ing as applied to the electron theory has not yet "been given much con-
sideration because it denies the mutual relation between the heat and
electrical conduction, as does the quantum theory. This relation is
practically the one thing for which the electron theory accounts ac-
curately while thermodynamics explains several of the phenomena. Not
withstanding this, there seers to be quite a general opinion that the
electron theory is the more probable and will be worked out in its
details as the subject is studied more.
II RELATION BETWEEN THEORY AND EXPERIMENT
If the conduction of heat is to be considered a matter entirely
of electronic nature and the electrons act the same in conveying both
electricity and heat, then regardless of the assumptions of the acticr
of the electrons, there seems to be a constant ratio of the thermal
to the electrical conductivity. This is predicted by all the electron
theories although different numerical results are obtained, according
to the original assumptions.
This ratio for many metals has been determined, notably by Jaeger
and Diesuelhorst J d and found to vary from 6.6 x 10 u to 8 x 10
Higher values were obtained for bismuth, alloys and some other metals
constantan having the ratio equal to I J .06 x J.Q .
J. J. Thomson obtains from bis first theory
k/s = 6.3 x JO 10
and from his second theory
k/s = 7.09 x I0 J0
12 Wiss. Abh. der Phys. Tech. Reicbsans tal t , 3, 1900.

Richardson gets
k/s = 6.98 x JO 10
All the results obtained by theoretical consideration are of the
same order of magnitude an those gotten by experiment and differ only
in the numerical values. Varying as w^riely as the assumptions do, it
is surprising that the values are as consistant as they are. In all
the results, the value of the ratio is,
where A is the constant determined by the initial assumptions. Thus
the ratio depends only on "a" the gas constant, " e" the electrochemica
equivalent of hydrogen, and 9 the absolute temperature. It is inde-
pendent of the substance, the mass of the electron, and the mean free
path, or any thing that changes from substance to substance.
W. p. G. Cwann shows that the ratio is not changed by taking
into consideration that the mean free path of the electrons varies
with its velocity "as might conceivably happen if the centers inside
the atoms were in motion." However, the values of "k" and "s" would
be changed separately as well as all the expressions for the other
effects
.
The value of this ratio is found to vary with the temperature
.
The different theories predict a value for the change which in all
cases agree closely with the values of Jaeger and Diesselhors t
.
When these theories are applied to other electric phenomena, the
results do not agree nearly so well with experimental values either
in amount or direction. In the Peltier effect, theory predicts that
if two wires of different metals are connected in a complete circuit
'13 Phil. Mag., page 441, 19 1.4.
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and a current is sent through them, there should he heat developed
at one junction and heat absorbed at the other. The actual and pre-
dicted values of this effect do not always agree and in some cases
they are exceedingly different. In some cases the effect reaches a
maximum, decreases, and sometimes even changes sign due to increase
of temperature. These changes can not he successfully explained at
present. The expressions derived for the effect show that it should
he proportional to the absolute temperature but experiments do not
prove the law.
The Thomson effect, likewise, differs In amount from the calcu-
lated effect and exhibits reversals in some cases. The effect is in
one direction for iron and the opposite direction for copper.
The Hall Effect. If a magnetic field is placed at right angles
to a conducting bar through which a current is flowing, theory pre-
dicts that the electrons should be deflected to the same side of the
bar for all metals. This effect has been tested by connecting the
side of the bar to which the electrons are supposed to be deflected
to the opposite side of the bar. If the electrons are deflected, a
current will flow from one side to the other through this connecting
wire. The effect is found, but for some metals the current flows in
the opposite direction from that which is expected.
The Ettinghausen Effect. It would be expected that the side of
the bar to which the electrons are deflected would become heated due
to the energy of vibration of the accumulated electrons, but it has
been found, for all metals tested, that the side which becomes the
hotter is always the one to which theory predicts that the electrons
should be deflected and seems to be independent of the direction in
which they are actually deflected.

% :I4
The Nernst and Ettinghausen Effect. If a flow of heat is sent
through a bar across which a magnetic field has been established, a
current will flow between two faces of the bar as in the Hall effect,
provided that heat is an electronic motion. The effect should be op-
posite to that of the Hall effect if the heat flows in the same direc
tion as the current did. This is because the electrons flow in the
opposite sense from that of the current, but in the same sense as
that of the heat. It is found that for all substances tested that
tbe current always flows in the direction expected.
The Leduc Effect. Corresponding to the Ettinghausen effect, we
expect that the side of the bar to which the electrons were deflected
would become the warmer due to their kinetic energy. Gone times, how-
ever, the opposite 3ide of the bar is heated.
Corresponding to each of these effects, which are called "trans-
verse" effects (since they act at right angles to tbe length of the
bar), there should correspond "longitudinal" effects which act along
the length of the bar. As the electrons move along the bar they are
deflected transversely by the ma. netic field. But as soon as they
start, moving transversely tbey are deflected along the length of the
bar. Or, in other words, they obey the law for motion of a charged
^ody moving in a magnetic arid electric field placed at right angles tc
each other. T^ese longitudinal effects have been observed in some
metals and differ from tRe ca! ciliated results ouite as much as the
transverse effects.
A.11 the various effects are entirely different in alloys from
pure metals. In obtaining results the greatest care has to be taken
to be certain that the metals are absolutely pure or else the effects
of the alloys will be obtained. The results for pure metals are
._™__J
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always much nearer the calculated values than those for the alloys,
III POSSIBLE EXPLANATIONS FOR THE LACK OF AGREEMENT
BETWEEN THEORY AND EXPERIMENT
One of the explanations for this lack of agreement is that the
number of free electrons is not fixed but that it varies with the
temperature. But this explanation meets difficulty. According to
Drude's work it seems that if this assumption is made, then positive
carriers of electricity must be taken into account. Since it seems
more certain that t^.ere are no positive carriers in a metal it is
generally conceded that the number of free electrons is a constant.
If we may rely upon the results obtained from the study of Thermionic,
and consider that they may be applied to conduction inside a metal,
it seems very likely that the number is a constant.
Another explanation is that the details of the mechanism by
which we have supposed the current to be conveyed through a conduc-
tor is at most only a part of the whole process of metalic conduction
This is given by J . J. 1'homson to explain the fact that in a Junction
of tin and zinc, the conductivity is doubled at the fusion point
while there is no change in the thermo-electric current. This fact
also tends to show that the number of electrons is not dependent on
the temperature. Thomson also suggests that the matter might be ex-
| plained if the mean free path were considered to be dependent on the
temperature and internal structure of the metal. From the study
| of metals as shown by the micro-photograph it seems that metals
are made up in small clusters of molecules which, resembles crystals.
Since several molecules make one cluster it may not be right to assumi
that there are as many particles with which the electrons collide as
there are molecules. Then since the number of collissions help to

determine "'"he free path, the mean free path would depend on the struc-j
ture of the 3uhs Lance. If an increase of temperature breaks up these
clusters so that there would he more clusters then there would he
more collisions and the mean free path would he shortened and would
thus depend on the temperature.
The extremely troublesome values gotten for alloys are explained
by assuming that the elementary particles of the substance produce
thermo couples which are the disturbing factors.
To explain the variations in the Hall effects and its allied ef-
fects, it has been suggested that there are positive carriers of elec-|
tricity. This idea has been abandoned almost entirely because of the
entire lack of experimental evidence. In the first place no positive
particles have been found. The positive rays of the vacuum discharge
^were once thought to consist of positive electricity but they are now
known to be atomic or molecular in size and are thought to consist
only of charged matter. At is not conceivable that particles of
atomic size could pass freely through a metal. No argument could
show how such particles could have any part in carrying the electric
current. If there is a motion of these particles, since they must be
the same as the particles of the metal through which they pass, then
in a thermal junction there should be a motion of this matter across
the junction and an alloy would be formed. This alloy has never been
detected by the most refined chemical analysis. Moreover, it does not
seem as if the assumption of positive carriers of electricity could
simplify the theory or explain phenomena much better than the present
thsory
.
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IV PEOBLEMS CONFRONTING THE PRESENT THEORIES
Summarizing the questions which a^e unanswered or at least are
still debateable, we have
1 Can the electrons be considered to act in metals like a per-
fect ga3?
2 Does the nature of the collision and the structure of the
metal affect the conduction and, if so, what is the nature of 'each?
3 Do ALL THE ELECTRONS take part in the conduction ALL THE TIME
4 Do the electrons ALONE take part in the conduction? Are
there any other different kinds of carriers?
5 How can we account for the variation of the specific heat witt}
the temperature?
6 Do the name electrons which produce heat produce the electric
current?
7 What causes the reversal of some of the effects?
V AGRUMENTS GIVEN FOR THE FLFCTRON THEORY
No comprehensive theory ha. a yet been developed which explains,
even qualitatively, many of these questions. Nevertheless, the fun da-}
mental assumptions of the theory have strong arguments to uphold
them, although the details are not completed. In the first place we
know that there are electrons in a metal because we can get them out.
Elster and Geitel have shown that hot metals emit electrons. This
property is possessed more by good conductors than by poor ones which
seems to lead to the conclusion that these electrons must have some
relation to the conduction of electricity. These electrons are the
same in all metals and therefore the assumption of universal carriers
1.4 Wied. Ann. 37, page 3 J 5.

1.8
is thought to be proven. The electron is the only particle that has
ever been found that is small enough to pass freely through a naetal
.
Whatever the nature of the carrier, it is known that it is deflected
by a magnetic field. If it did not possess a charge that was very
larg<= in corparison to its mass it could not be deflected by a mag-
netic field as much as it is. The electrons of the cathode beam
possess such a property and are the only particles known which do
possess it. It seems probable that the cathode particles are the car
riere of the electricity in a metal.
The almost constant ratio of k/s seems to point to a relation
existing between the conduction of heat and electricity. Another
argument for this relation is that all good conductors of electricity
are also good conductors of heat. However this is the same as the
previous argument because if k/s is a constant, if k is large then s
must also be large.
One of the strongest proofs of the theory was given by H . A.
I QRowland when he proved that a magnetic effect equivalent to an elec
trie current is obtained by a moving static charge; the effect being
reversed by a change of sign of the charge or by the reversal of the
direction of the motion. This seems to prove that the electric cur-
pent is a motion of electrons. The current equivalent to this motion
of the charge has been called the convection current. It has been
shown that a charge e moving with the velocity v produces the same
magnetic field as a unit length of a current of ev amperes. So con-
vincing has this work been that the formula i = ev is now used as one
.15 Lor»entz, KBniglichen Gesellschaf t der Wissenschaf ten, Gottin-
gen ''athemati^ch-Physikalische Klasse Nachrichten.
18 Phil. Mag,. (?er. 5) 27, page 445, "f88#»

I 9
of the fundamental electric formulae.
VI EXPERIMENTAL WORK FOR TESTING THE MOBILITY
OF THE ELECTRONS IN* METALS
Since all the above theories explain conduction of electricity
by the motion of the electrons, the questions arise, "How mobile are
the electrons in metals?", and, "Can they be moved by mechanical
forces?"
Lord Kelvin*7 showed that a magnetic field affects the resist-
ance of a conductor. J.J. Thomson explained this change by the
action of the field upon the electrons alone. E. P. Adams 19 modified
Thomson's theory by considering that the magnetic force causes a re-
arrangement of the molecules of the metal so that the mean free path
is interfered with. Experimental work on this subject has been done
by Patterson^ , Grunmach and Weidert
21
,
and others. It is uncertain
w&ether the change of the resistance by a magnetic, field is caused
entirely by 'the action of the field upon tho electrons, on the mole-
cules of the metal, or on both. Thus, the experiments can not prove
anything definite about the mobility of the electrons.
V/. W. Stiff ler^2 tested the resistance of electrolytes under a
strong magnetic field but obtained negative results. Here the mag-
netic field was acting upon ions and not upon electrons. However, if
17 Math, and Phys. Papers, Vol. 2, page 307.
IS Phil. Mag., 3, page 353, J 902.
J 9 Phys. Rev. 24, pages 428-435, 1907.
20 Fhil. Mag. 3, pages 643-650, 1.902.
2 1 Phys. Zeitschr. 7, pages 729-740, 1906.
22 Phys. Review, 23, pages 382-385, 1909.
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a result had been detected, it would have had a hearing on the elec-
tronic motion.
9 to Nichols 23 attempted to find a motion of electrons by rotating
a di3k, to see if the electrons were subject to centrifugal forces.
Sliding oontacts, which led to a galvanometer, were made at the cen-
ter and edge of the disk. If the electrons existing in the metal
were free to move, he thought that they would be thrown out to the
edge and a current would -flow through the galvanometer due to the
difference of potential set up between the center and the edge of the
disk. Measurements had to be taken while the disk was running arid
the sliding contacts produced large, annoying, thermo-electric cur-
which
rsnts, made the results difficult to obtain. Nichols 1 opinion was,
however, that there was no effect on tne electrons. Recently, Tolman
and Stewart after Tolman and Osgerby had shown that the ions m an
electrolyse could be moved by an accelerated centrifugal motion,
tried to discover if the same effect could be observed in metallic
conductors. A coil, whose diameter was about II inches and which was
made of 2407 turns of No. 28 copper wire, was rotated at the speed
of 5,000 revolutions per minute and was stopped almost instantaneous-
ly. If the electrons were mobile and if they continued in their
motion after the conductor was stopped, a pulse of electricity would
have flowed through the galvanometer which was connected to the ends
of the coil. No effect was observed. It was estimated that the car-
riers in metals mu3t be less than l/200 the ii.ass of the hydrogen atom
Assuming that the electrons have real mass and are free to move
23 Phys. Zeitschr. 7, pages 640-642, 1906.
24 Journal*, of Amer. Chem. Soc, Vol. 36, No. 3, 19 14.
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in a metal, then if a conductor is rotated at high speed, the elec-
trons should he thrown outward producing a greater electron density
at the outer portion of the conductor, and this would interfere with
the regular motion of the electrons under an electric force. In the
investigation carried on by the author, an attempt was made to see
if this effect could be detected as a change in the resistance of
the conductor. Sliding contacts had to be devised which would be
constant in resistance and produce no electromotive force. The device
was suggested by that used by J. V. Jones^
5 in his absolute deter-
mination of the ohm by the Lorentz apparatus. Two rings A and B of
3.5 cm. diameter were driven on an axle. (Plate J) Rubbing against
these were two brass brushes which were ground to fit the rings as
perfectly as possible and were held against the rings at a nearly
constant pressure by the springs 9. The brush holders were insulated
from the iron base of the apparatus as shown in the sketch. The
rings and ends of the brushes were thoroughly amalgamated. The
brushes had end dimensions of 5 cm. by 8 cm. and were pierced by
three small holes. These holes led to single pipes, to which were
fastened rubber tubes leading from mercury fountains (shown enlarged
on Plate I, to the right of the apparatus). In this way, a constant
flow of mercury was fed to the sliding contact. To test the con-
stancy of the contact resistance, connections were made from the two
brushes to one arm of a Carey-Foster bridge. In this way, the re-
sistance of the two sliding contacts, the rings, and the axle between
the rings were measured in series. The resistance was measured when
25 Phil. Trans., 1891, A, pages 1-42.
,
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the axle was at rest and again when it was rotating at 3,000 revo-
lutions per minute. Some of the typical readings are given below.
a | in
mm
.
ag in
mm
.
a2
" a
J
Known P UnknownDflqi ci 1" £) Tl P. ft
at rest 391.2 "18 1 .
3
-209 .9 . i .000442 .007224
rotating 39 1 .2 18! .3 -209 .9 . ! .000442 .007224
rotating 39.1 .2 18 ! .4 -209 .8 .1 .0004^2 .007268
rotating 39 1 .3 LSI. 5 -209 .8 .1 .000442 .007268
at rest 39 1 .2 18 1.3 -209 .8 .1 .000442 .007224
It is seen that the small variations in a-j and ag might not have
been due to any change in resistance but might have existed in the
reading of the tenths of a millimeter of the bridge wire. Assuming
that the difference was causeu a change in the resistance on the
rotating rings, then the change was ^nly 0.00004 ohms.
If there was any change in the resistance in the eontaote it
certainly fell within the limits of error of measuring the resistance
and hence these contacts were perfectly sa+ isfactory for the purpose.
A coil of manganin wire of about 50 ohms resistance was wound in
a groove around a wood-fibre disk D, (Plate 2) whose diameter was
about 30 cm. The coil was held in position by a tight shrunk leather
band B. The ends of the coil were fastened to insulated brass rings
R, whicb were on the axle. Brushes were placed against these rings
as described above. The brushes were connected to one arm of the
Carey-Foster bridge. In this way the resistance of the coil could
be measured when the disk was rotating.
7o be sure that tne r«wistance of these brush contacts remained
as constant as those of the preliminary test, the two rings were



connected "by a wire which passed over the edge of the disk as shown
by the dotted lines. (The coil was disconnected from the rings dur-
ing that test.) This wire might have changed conditions had not the
coil been placed in the magnetic meridian. Tests made on the resist-
ance proved that the new contacts were nearly as satisfactory as the
previous ones. The maximum change was net over 0.00006 ohms.
Measurements made on the resistance of the coil before and dur-
ing rotation are given below. The rotation was about 3000 revolution
per minute.
&2 aj_ aQ~a j Known Unknown
Resistance Resistance
at rest 240.0 5J .3 189 .7 50 .5 .000442 50 . 583847
rotating 240 . I 5J .2 189 .9 50 .5 .000442 50.583935
rotating 240. 1 5 "J .3 189 .8 50 .5 .000442 50.58389
1
at rest 240 . 1 51 .3 189 .7 50 .5 .000442 50 . 583847
From the readings, it is seen that again the variation in the resist-
ance did not exceed the accuracy of the measurements.
Higher speeds than 3,000 revolutions per minute were used but
then the resistance of the rotating contacts varied as much as 0.0003
ohms so that no attempt could be made to detect a change in the re-
sistance of the coil which would have been much less than 0.0003 ohms
if any had existed.
From the above data, it seems definite that if there was any
change at all in the 50 ohms resistance due to rotation at 3,000 revo
lutions per minute, it was not larger than 0.00008 ohms.
Since the results obtained from this experiment were negative,
it did not prove anything about the mobility of the electrons* It is

possible that the electrons might have been thrown to the outside of
each part of the wire, but that this did not affect the measured re-
sistance of the conductor. The following experiment was devised to
inquire directly about the motion of the electrons. The experiment
is the same as that of Nichols referred bo above, but the troublesome
sliding contacts are eliminated. From a sheet of brass, the two
rings C and B were cut. These were mounted
on a hard rubber disk and inclosed in a soft
steel circular box, to shield the rings from
magnetic and electrostatic fields. The ap-
paratus was mounted in the magnetic meridian
to avoid induced B.M.F. At the points A. and
B were soldered small rods which extended
through the steel case but were carefully insulated from it. The
steel case was mounted on an axle and could be rotated at high speed. A
small wire was soldered between the ends of the projecting rods A and
B and an arrangement was made so that when the discs were rotating
at full speed, an insulated steel knife cut the wire and left the two
disks insulated from each other. As Nichols explained, if the elec-
trons existing in the metal can be thrown outward, the disk C will
be negatively charged. This arrangement has the great advantage over
that of Nichols, in that the measurements do not have to be made by
sliding contacts while the disks are rotating but are taken after
they are stopped. Measurements can then be made with an electrometer
Tbis apparatus is now set up but measurements can not be taken be-
cause tbe damp spring weather has set in, which makes the use of the
electrometer unreliable on account of leakage alorg the connecting
wires and in the electrometer itself. After testing the influence of
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centrifugal force on the free electrons which exist as a part of the
metal, a static charge will be placed on the disks and the effect of
the rotation on it will be tested.
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